From: Nick Puliz [mailto:NickPuliz@FloraVega.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 2:56 PM
To: Marijuana Nevada
Subject: Public comment for the Task force

This is a comment from a cultivation license in North Las Vegas:
Sec. 12 #2 - $30,000 cultivation fess and $15,000 Distributor fee every year is unreasonable and
too high. They should both be $10,000 each year as that is an amount that does not put us out
of business. Keep in mind we still have to pay the each City fee and for me in North Las Vegas I
have to pay North Las Vegas as well as the City of Las Vegas fees. You do not want to over fee
us and make it impossible to remain operational.
Sec. 29 - Having to dedicate all my plants down to clones and mothers makes it IMPOSSIBLE to
shift with market demand. That means that I am stuck with whatever we decided for 4-6 full
months before the plants are grown harvested, dried, cured, lab tested and finally sold. This will
cause MAJOR problems with ALL GROWERS. The regs absolutely need to be that the product is
determined rec vs. medical after it is harvested dried and cured, prior to lab testing! Then the
lab test will show what is rec vs. Medical. I assure you that either Medical or Recreational will
suffer if it takes 6 months to change amounts of product i produce for either one. I bet Medical
will suffer because we all think Recreational will be 95% of our sales.
- Also the Lot sizes for the lab test need to be increased to 10 pounds for flower and 30 pounds
for trim. Lab testing is my second largest expense and if the Lot sizes were increased that would
lover the overall cost to the patient and the recreation customer helping to compete with the
black market. The 5 and 15 pound lots were arbitrarily chosen anyway so why not increase the
Lot sizes? This is very important to me so please make that change. It does NOT increase the
risk of contaminated product making it to the end user, the lab will still take a random sample
from the homogenized lot, it will simply be more product for the lab to randomly choose from.
Please increase the lot sizes!
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